An input-constrained channel, or simply a constraint, is a set S of words that is generated by a nite labeled directed graph. An encoder for S maps in a lossless manner sequences of unconstrained input blocks into sequences of channel blocks, the latter sequences being words of S. In most applications, the encoders are nitestate machines and, thus, presented by state diagrams. In the special case where the state diagram of the encoder is (output) deterministic, only the current encoder state and the current channel block are needed for the decoding of the current input block.
Introduction
Input-constrained channels, also known as constrained systems or simply constraints, are widely-used models for describing the read-write requirements of secondary storage systems, such as magnetic disks or optical memory devices. A constraint S is de ned as the set of (constrained) words obtained from reading the labels of paths in a nite labeled directed graph G. We say that G is a presentation of S.
As an example, for integers 0 d k, the (d; k)-runlength-limited (RLL) constraint consists of the binary words in which the runs of 0's between consecutive 1's have length at least d, and no run of 0's has length greater than k. E.g., the current compact disk standard uses the constraint (d; k) = (2; 10), and the following is a word satisfying this constraint: 0010000100100000001000 : The parameter k is imposed to guarantee su cient sign-changes in the recorded waveform which are required for clock synchronization during readback to prevent clock drifting. The parameter d is required to prevent inter-symbol interference. A (d; k)-RLL constraint will be denoted by S (d;k) . A graph presentation of S (d;k) is shown in Figure 1 . One goal in the study of constraints is designing encoders that map unconstrained binary sequences, referred to as source sequences, into words of a given constraint S. A rate p : q nite-state encoder for S encodes a binary p-block of source symbols into a q-block in S in a state-dependent and uniquely-decodable manner.
In the current emerging technology and development of erasable and writable dense optical disks, we may face the scenario where recorders will di er in their writing capabilities. For example, home recorders may be able to record data in a lower density compared to factory-stamped or manufacturer-recorded disks. This, in turn, implies that di erent recorders may need to use coding schemes of di erent constraints. Speci cally, home recorders might use an encoder E 1 at rate p 1 : q 1 for a constraint S 1 , say S 1 = S (d 1 ;k 1 ) ; on the other hand, manufacturers of optical disks may be able to record data using an encoder E 2 at a higher rate p 2 : q 2 for a constraint S 2 such that S 1 S 2 ; e.g., S 2 = S (d 2 In spite of the di erent encoders, we would still like a disk player to have the capability of decoding both encoding schemes. One solution is to have on board a separate decoder for each encoder. In such a case, we will have a decoder D 1 for E 1 that decodes sequences of the constraint S 1 by dividing each sequence into non-overlapping q 1 -blocks of channel symbols, and mapping each q 1 -block into an input binary p 1 -block (the mapping can be state-dependent). A decoder D 2 for E 2 will decode each q 2 -block in a sequence of S 2 into an input p 2 -block.
An alternative approach, which we investigate in this work, is designing the encoders E 1 and E 2 so that their decoders can be combined to a great extent. To this end, we will assume that the alphabets of the constraints S 1 and S 2 are the same (e.g., both alphabets are binary, as is the case with RLL constraints). Furthermore, we will assume that q 1 and q 2 are equal to the same number q (and so p 1 p 2 ). This work will concentrate on the study of observable encoders that are deterministic, namely, at each state, distinct input p-blocks map into distinct q-blocks of channels symbols. There is, of course, a loss of generality in this assumption; yet, as we shall see, the special case of deterministic encoders is already elaborate as is. In addition, deterministic encoders are desirable in practice, especially if they belong to the sub-class of block decodable encoders; these are deterministic encoders in which the decoding process of an input p-block is state-independent and requires only the knowledge of the current q-block of channel symbols. The advantage of using block decodable (deterministic) encoders in practice is limiting error propagation and having simple decoding structure. We will also assume that our encoders are irreducible, namely, every state is reachable from every other state in the state diagram. The basic de nitions used throughout this work are presented formally in Section 2. Those de nitions are demonstrated through examples in Section 3.
In Section 4, we show that for irreducible deterministic encoders and for constraints S 1 and S 2 , the following two conditions are equivalent:
There exists a rate p 1 : q nite-state encoder for S 1 that is observable from a rate p 2 : q nite-state encoder for S 2 . There exists a rate p 1 : q nite-state encoder for S 1 that is a subgraph of a rate p 2 : q nite-state encoder for S 2 . We say that the former encoder is nested in the latter.
This equivalence result (which applies to irreducible deterministic encoders) motivates us to study the nesting property in more detail. In Section 5, we provide necessary and su cient conditions for the existence of nested encoders in terms of the graph presentations of the constraints. The provided conditions are also constructive in the sense that they imply an algorithm for nding nested encoders when they exist. We point out, however, that the nesting property may sometimes be in con ict with other properties that we would like the encoders to possess, e.g., that they are block decodable (see Example 3.2 in Section 3).
It is known that a state diagram of a rate p : q deterministic encoder for a constraint S can be obtained as a subgraph of (a power of) a certain graph presentation of S, provided that a deterministic encoder at rate p : q does indeed exist (see Proposition 2.5 below). In Section 6, we attempt to generalize this property in what we call the diamond condition set. Yet, as we show, there is an additional condition that we need to assume about the constraints so that the generalization indeed holds.
De nitions and background
Many of the de nitions here can be found in 7].
Graphs and constraints
A nite labeled directed graph G = (V; E; L) consists of | a nonempty nite set of states V = V G ; a nite set of edges E = E G where each edge e has an initial state G (e) and a terminal state G (e), both in V ; edge labels L = L G : E ! drawn from a nite alphabet .
For simplicity, we will refer to a nite labeled directed graph as simply a graph. We will also use the notation u a ?! v to denote an edge labeled a from state u to state v in G.
The set of outgoing edges from state u in G will be denoted by E G (u), and L G (E G (u)) will stand for the set of labels of the edges in E G (u). The minimum degree of G is the smallest among the out-degrees of any state in G, namely, min u2V G jE G (u)j. A graph G is n-regular if the out-degree of each state in G equals n.
A path in a graph G is a nite sequence of edges e 1 e 2 : : : e`such that G (e j+1 ) = G (e j ) for i = 1; 2; : : :;`?1. The length of a path is the number of edges along the path. A graph can be used to generate nite symbol sequences, by reading o the labels along paths in the graph, thereby producing words. If a path is labeled by a word w, we say that generates w. A word of length`generated by G will be called an`-block.
A constrained system (or constraint), denoted S, is the set of all words (i.e., nite sequences) obtained from reading the labels of paths in a graph G. We say that G presents S or is a presentation of S, and we write S = S(G). The alphabet of S is the set of symbols that actually occur in words of S and is denoted = (S).
Let G 1 = (V 1 ; E 1 ; L 1 ) and G 2 = (V 2 ; E 2 ; L 2 ) be graphs. We say that G 1 is a subgraph of G 2 if V 1 V 2 , E 1 E 2 , and L 1 is the restriction of L 2 to E 1 . We will use the notation G 1 G 2 and we will say that G 1 is nested in G 2 . If E 1 consists of all edges in E 2 whose initial and terminal states are in V 1 , we will say that G 1 is a subgraph of G 2 induced by V 1 .
Two ( nite labeled directed) graphs are isomorphic if there is a one-to-one and onto mapping from states to states and edges to edges that preserves initial states, terminal states, and labels.
A graph is deterministic if at each state the outgoing edges are labeled distinctly. It is known that every constraint has a deterministic presentation (see, e.g., 7, Section 2.
2.1]).
A graph G has nite anticipation if there is an integer N such that any two paths of length N+1 with the same initial state and labeling must have the same initial edge. Let G be a graph. The qth power of G, denoted G q , is the graph with the same set of states as G, but one edge for each path of length q in G, labeled by the q-block generated by that path. It is easy to see that A G q = (A G ) q and, so, (A G q ) = ( (A G )) q . For a constraint S presented by a graph G, the qth power of S, denoted S q , is the constraint presented by G q . It follows from (1) that cap(S q ) = q cap(S) : (2) 2.2 Irreducibility A graph G is irreducible (or strongly connected), if for any ordered pair of states u; v, there is a path from u to v in G.
An irreducible component of a graph G is a maximal (with respect to inclusion) irreducible subgraph of G. An irreducible sink is an irreducible component H such that any edge that originates in H must also terminate in H. Any graph can be broken down into irreducible components with`transient' connections between the components, and every graph has at least one irreducible sink 12].
A constraint S is irreducible if for every pair of words w; w 0 in S, there is a word z such that wzw 0 is in S. We will make use of the following result from 8]:
Lemma 2.1 Let S be an irreducible constraint and let G be a graph such that S S(G). Then for some irreducible component G 0 of G, S S(G 0 ).
It follows from this result that a constraint S is irreducible if and only if it can be presented by some irreducible (in fact, deterministic) graph.
Shannon cover
Let u be a state in a graph G. The follower set of u in G, denoted F G (u), is the set of all ( nite) words that can be generated from u in G. Two states u and u 0 in a graph G are said to be follower-set equivalent if they have the same follower set. A graph G is called reduced if no two states in G are follower-set equivalent.
A Shannon cover of a constraint S is a deterministic presentation of S with a smallest number of states. For irreducible constraints we have the following result (see 7, Section 2.6.4]). Theorem 2.2 Let S be an irreducible constraint.
(a) The Shannon cover of S is unique, up to labeled graph isomorphism, and it is the unique presentation of S that is irreducible, deterministic, and reduced.
(b) The follower sets of the states in any irreducible deterministic presentation of S coincide with the follower sets of the states of the Shannon cover.
We will also make use of the following lemma. Each row in the adjacency matrix A E of E sums up to n. For such matrices, it is known that (A E ) = n 12, Ch. 1] and, so, by (1) we have cap(S(E)) = log n. The inequality cap(S(E)) cap(S) thus implies cap(S) log n : (3) Conversely, it was shown by Adler, Coppersmith and Hassner in 1] that (3) is also a su cient condition for having an (S; n)-encoder with nite anticipation.
A tagged (S; n)-encoder is an (S; n)-encoder E where the outgoing edges from each state in E are assigned distinct input tags from an alphabet of size n. We will denote by n a standard alphabet of size n that will be used to tag (S; n)-encoders. Typically, n = 2 p and n will consist of all binary p-blocks. The The anticipation of an encoder measures the number of channel symbols we need to look-ahead (into the future) in order to decode the current input tag. We could trade look-ahead decoding with decoding delay. However, for the sake of simplicity, we prefer adopting the convention that the time axes of the tag sequences and the channel symbol sequences are aligned in the encoder and the decoder: the decoder output at time slot r should equal the encoder input at time slot r.
Deterministic encoders have anticipation 0. For such encoders we have the following result taken from 7, Section 3.5].
Proposition 2.5 Let S be a constraint with a deterministic presentation G. Then there exists a deterministic (S; n)-encoder if and only if there exists such an encoder which is a subgraph of G.
A tagged (S; n)-encoder is block decodable if edges labeled by the same symbol are tagged by the same input tag. A tagged block decodable (S; n)-encoder E can be decoded through a function g : (S(E)) ! n which maps a label w to the tag assigned to any edge labeled w. We say that g is a block decoder for E. Note that the decoding process of a block decodable encoder requires only the knowledge of the current channel symbol; in particular, it does not require knowledge of the initial state of the encoder. A block decodable encoder is necessarily deterministic.
Observable encoders
Let E 1 be a tagged (S 1 ; n 1 )-encoder and let E 2 be a tagged (S 2 ; n 2 )-encoder such that S 1 S 2 . We say that E 1 is (block) observable from E 2 if there exist a (possibly statedependent) nite-state look-ahead decoder D 2 and a function : n 2 ! n 1 , such that when is applied to the tag sequence (over n 2 ) generated by D 2 , we obtain a nite-state look-ahead decoder D 1 of E 1 (see Figure 2 ). We will formally write D 1 as a composition of the form D 2 . We allow the existence of the function to depend on a particular choice of a pair of initial states in E 1 and E 2 , respectively (but see the discussion on irreducible encoders below). Note that we do assume here that the time axes of the two encoders and their decoders are aligned: the output of D 2 at time slot r should equal the input to E 1 at time slot r. Since D 2 halts on input which is not in S(E 2 ), our model implies the containment S(E 1 ) S(E 2 ). On the other hand, as a consequence of our assumption that is a function that does not a ect the execution of D 2 , the decoder D 1 = D 2 may decode input sequences that do not belong to S(E 1 ), thereby deviating from our previous convention that the decoder halts in this case. We could allow the indication of sequences that do not belong to S(E 1 ) through an \error tag" that would be added to the range of . However, such an indication might make more complex as it might need to depend on more information beside the current tag reconstructed by D 2 (but see Example 3.1).
We will assume in our discussion that E 1 and E 2 are irreducible. Otherwise, if an (S; n)-encoder is reducible, then any of its irreducible sinks is an irreducible (S; n)-encoder. As mentioned in Section 1, most of our results will concentrate on deterministic encoders (in particular, block decodable encoders).
Under the assumption of deterministic and irreducible encoders, the existence of a function for a particular pair of initial states in E 1 and E 2 implies that for every state in E 1 which is chosen as an initial state, there is a choice of an initial state in E 2 such that the scheme in Figure 2 holds, with respect to the same function and the same decoders D 1 and D 2 (except that now the decoders operate assuming the new initial states). Indeed, suppose that hu ; v i is a particular pair of initial states that corresponds to , and let u be some other state in E 1 . Since E 1 is irreducible, there is a path in E 1 from u to u. Let w be the word generated by that path. Now, the word w must also be generated in E 2 by a path that starts at v and terminates in some state v. We can now use hu; vi as an alternate initial pair of states. (On the other hand, there may be states in E 2 with which no state in E 1 forms an initial pair of states consistent with .) If E 1 is observable from E 2 then S(E 1 ) S(E 2 ) and, so, cap(S(E 1 )) cap(S(E 2 )).
By (3) we have cap(S(E i )) = log n i ; so, n 1 n 2 . The case n 1 = n 2 is vacuous since it allows us to choose E 1 = E 2 in the rst place. We will therefore assume that n 1 is strictly 
Examples
We provide here several examples that demonstrate some of the terms we de ned in Section 2. It is easy to see that E 1 is nested in E 2 . Furthermore, E 1 is observable from E 2 . Indeed, let : f00; 01; 10g ! f0; 1g be given by (00) = (10) = 0 and (01) = 1 :
Then, g 1 (w) = (g 2 (w)) for every w 2 f0001; 0010; 0100; 1001g. In principle, the function needs to be de ned also for the input tag 11 of E 2 . However, g 2 never produces that tag for the labels of E 1 . Hence, in practice, we can de ne (11) = ? to indicate an error while decoding sequences generated by E 1 .
We Example 3.2 Let S 1 be the constraint presented by the graph E 1 in Figure 5 . It is easy to see that cap(S 1 ) = log 2 and that E 1 is in fact a deterministic (S 1 ; 2)-encoder. Furthermore, we can make E 1 block decodable by assigning one tag of 2 to the edges labeled a and c, and a second tag to the edges labeled b and d; namely, 2 induces the partition fa; cg; fb; dg on (S 1 ). In fact, this is essentially the only assignment of tags to labels|and, thereby, to edges|that can make E 1 block decodable: the edges labeled by fa; cg must all be assigned with the same tag of 2 , and the edges labeled by fb; dg must be assigned with the other tag. Assuming that 2 = f0; 1g, the respective essentially unique block decoder is a function g 1 : fa; b; c; dg ! 2 , where g 1 (a) = g 1 (c) = 0 and g 1 
By Theorem 2.2, every irreducible deterministic (S 1 ; 2)-encoder can be reduced through state merging to E 1 . It follows from this that for every irreducible deterministic (S 1 ; 2)-encoder there is a unique assignment of tags to labels that makes such an encoder block decodable (in particular, this applies to the irreducible sinks of reducible deterministic (S 1 ; 2)-encoders). Let S 2 be the constraint presented by the graph E 2 in Figure 6 . Here cap(S 2 ) = log 3 and E 2 is a deterministic (S 2 ; 3)-encoder. We can make E 2 block decodable in a unique manner by partitioning (S 2 ) into fa; dg; fbg; fcg and tagging the edges of E 2 accordingly with the elements of 3 . Every irreducible deterministic (S 2 ; 3)-encoder can be made block decodable by an essentially unique tag assignment to the edge labels, and the respective block decoder is the function g 2 : fa; b; c; dg ! 3 , where g 2 (a) = g 2 (d) = 0 ; g 2 (b) = 1 ; and g 2 (c) = 2 (5) (assuming that 3 = f0; 1; 2g). It is straightforward to see that (the untagged version of) E 1 is nested in (the untagged version of) E 2 . By Proposition 4.1 that we prove in Section 4 it will thus follow that there exists a deterministic (S 1 ; 2)-encoder which is observable from a deterministic (S 2 ; 3)-encoder.
However, in our example, it is impossible to have both observability and block de- (3;10) . However, by Proposition 2.5 it can be veri ed that none of the rate 7 : 16 encoders for S (3;10) is deterministic. On the other hand, there is a particular construction of a rate 6 : 16 four-state block decodable encoder for S (3;10) , denoted E (3;10) , which is observable from a particular rate 8 : 16 four-state block decodable encoder for S (2;10) . This rate 8 : 16 encoder, which we denote by E (2;10) , is di erent from the one presented in 5]; still, like the latter, it also possesses certain properties that allow for DC control in addition to producing sequences that satisfy the (2; 10)-RLL constraint (see 4, Section 2.5]). Those DC-control properties carry over also to E (3;10) . The function that is associated with E (2;10) and E (3;10) just truncates the two trailing bits of the 8-block input tags of E (2;10) . The details of the construction of E (2;10) and E (3;10) are contained in 2] and will be presented in a future work.
Nesting and observability
In this section, we show that observability of encoders is equivalent to the nesting property if the encoders are deterministic and irreducible.
The following result shows that nesting implies observability even under much weaker assumptions. Proposition 4.1 Let E 1 be an untagged (S 1 ; n 1 )-encoder and E 2 be an untagged (S 2 ; n 2 )-encoder such that E 1 E 2 and A(E 2 ) < 1. Then E 1 and E 2 can be tagged so that E 1 is observable from E 2 .
Proof. Without loss of generality assume that n 1 n 2 . Let : n 2 ! n 1 be a mapping that is one-to-one (and onto) when restricted to the domain n 1 Referring to the notations in the last proof, when n 1 = 2 p 1 and n 2 = 2 p 2 , we can let n 2 be the set of all binary blocks of length p 2 , and let n 1 be the set of all binary p 2 -blocks with some xed su x of length p 2 ?p 1 . In practice, this su x can be deleted from each tag in E 1 , in which case the function simply truncates the trailing p 2 ?p 1 bits.
Let G and H be two graphs. We de ne the ber product of G and H as the graph G H, where Proof. Denote by G 1 and G 2 the Shannon covers of S 1 and S 2 , respectively, and let G 1 G 2 be the ber product of G 1 and G 2 . Since S(G 1 G 2 ) = S 1 \ S 
Construction of deterministic nested encoders
In this section, we present an algorithm (contained in the proof of Theorem 5.1 below) that decides for any two given irreducible constraints S 1 S 2 and positive integers n 1 and n 2 whether there exists an irreducible deterministic (S 1 ; n 1 )-encoder that is nested in an irreducible deterministic (S 2 ; n 2 )-encoder. Furthermore, the algorithm provides such encoders whenever they exist. Our discussion makes use of the term (G; n)-subgraph of a graph G, as de ned below.
(G; n)-subgraphs and approximate eigenvectors
Let G be a graph and let n be a positive integer. A (G; n)-subgraph is a subgraph of G that has minimum out-degree at least n. Clearly, for a given graph G, there are values of n for which (G; n)-subgraphs do not exist. In case (G; n)-subgraphs exist, then there is a unique maximal (G; n)-subgraph, namely a (G; n)-subgraph that is not a proper subgraph of any other (G; n)-subgraph. Indeed, if we take the union of the sets of states and the union of the sets of edges of two (G; n)-subgraphs, the resulting graph is also a (G; n)-subgraph.
A maximal (G; n)-subgraph can be found through the following algebraic tool, which is commonly used in connection with nite-state encoders. An (A G ; n)-approximate eigenvector is a nonnegative nonzero integer vector x such that A G x nx, where the inequality holds component by component. There exist (A G ; n)-approximate eigenvectors if and only if n (A G ) 7, Section 3.1.3]. The set of all (A G ; n)-approximate eigenvectors with entries restricted to f0; 1g will be denoted by B(A G ; n).
For every (G; n)-subgraph H we can associate an indicator vector x H 2 B(A G ; n) of the set V H as a subset of V G . In fact, the mapping H 7 ! x H is onto B(A G ; n) (but not necessarily one-to-one: (G; n)-subgraphs that are mapped to the same vector x have the same sets of states; however, their sets of edges might be di erent). Since (A G ; n)-approximate eigenvectors exist if and only if n (A G ), a necessary (but not su cient) condition for having a nonempty B (G; n) is n (A G ). It is known that B(A G ; n) , if nonempty, contains a unique maximal vector x max ; i.e., x max is a vector in B(A G ; n) such that x 2 B(A G ; n) implies x x max , where the inequality holds component by component 7, Section 3.1.4]. That vector x max is the indicator vector of the set of states of the unique maximal (G; n)-subgraph: the latter is the subgraph of G induced by the set of states indicated by x max . The vector x max can be found using Franaszek's algorithm 7, Section 3.1.4], when given as input the matrix A G , the integer n, and the all-one vector.
An irreducible (G; n)-subgraph is a (G; n)-subgraph that is also irreducible. A (G; n)-component is an irreducible (G; n)-subgraph that is not a proper subgraph of any other irreducible (G; n)-subgraph.
The (G; n)-components can be found as follows. Let H max be the maximal (G; n)-subgraph, if any. Then every (G; n)-component is a subgraph of H max . Furthermore, since every (G; n)-component is irreducible, each is a subgraph of some irreducible component of H max . Let H (1) ; H (2) ; : : : ; H (t) denote the irreducible components of H max , sorted by their minimum degrees in decreasing order, and let s be the last index s for which H (s) has minimum degree at least n. Note that if H max exists, then all its irreducible sinks will have minimum degree at least n; so, s is well-de ned (it is at least 1). The graphs H (1) ; H (2) ; : : : ; H (s) are (G; n)-components, and the remaining (G; n)-components, if any, will be obtained by nding recursively the (H (i) ; n)-components for s < i t.
Conditions for having deterministic nested encoders
In this section we prove the following result.
Theorem 5.1 Let S 1 and S 2 be two irreducible constraints where S 1 S 2 , and let n 1 and n 2 be positive integers. Denote by G 1 and G 2 the Shannon covers of S 1 and S 2 , respectively. Then there exists an irreducible deterministic (S 1 ; n 1 )-encoder that is nested in an irreducible deterministic (S 2 ; n 2 )-encoder if and only if there is a (G 2 ; n 2 )-component H 2 for which there exists a (G 1 H 2 ; n 1 )-component.
The proof of Theorem 5.1 is constructive as it implies an algorithm for nding the nested encoders. We prove the theorem using the following two lemmas. The rst lemma is a somewhat stronger version of Proposition 2.5.
Lemma 5.2 Let G be a deterministic graph which presents a constraint S and let E be an irreducible deterministic (S; n)-encoder. Then for some (G; n)-component G 0 of
G, S(E) S(G 0 ).
Proof. We construct an irreducible (G; n)-subgraph H such that S(E) S(H). The graph H, in turn, must be a subgraph of some (G; n)-component. where the minimum degree in G 2 is n 2 n 1 . Then there exists an n 2 -regular irreducible subgraph E 2 of G 2 such that E 1 E 2 .
Proof. Let H be a subgraph of G 2 that satis es the following conditions:
(H1) The minimum degree of H is at least n 2 and | (H2) H contains E 1 as a subgraph and the states of E 1 are accessible from every state in H.
(In particular, conditions (H1) and (H2) hold for H G 2 .) We show that if H contains a state with out-degree greater than n 2 , then we can always delete an edge from H to obtain a new graph H 0 that satis es (H1) and (H2).
Let u be a state in H whose out-degree is greater than n 2 . For every e 2 E H (u), de ne the distance of e (from V E 1 ) as the length of the shortest path in H from H (e) to V E 1 (the distance is zero if H (e) is in V E 1 ). Let e max be a particular edge in E H (u) whose distance is the largest among all the distances of the edges in E H (u). Note that e max is not in E 1 , even when u is in E 1 . The graph H 0 is obtained from H by deleting e max .
We next show that from every state v 2 V H 0 there is a path in H 0 from v to V E 1 . Let denote a particular shortest path in H from v to V E 1 . If does not pass through e max , then is also a path in H 0 and we are done. Otherwise, there is a pre x of (possibly of length zero) that is a path from v to u which does not pass through e max ; as such, this pre x is entirely contained in H 0 . Hence, it su ces to show that there is path in H 0 from u to V E 1 . Let e 0 be an edge in E H (u) nfe max g. Since the distance of e 0 is not greater than the distance of the deleted edge e max , there must be a path 0 in H from H (e 0 ) to V E 1 that does not pass through e max . It follows that the path e 0 0 is entirely contained in H 0 .
In order to obtain the graph E 2 , we proceed as follows. We start with H G 2 , and then successively delete edges from H while satisfying conditions (H1) and (H2), until we reach a graphÊ 2 that is n 2 -regular. Finally, we let E 2 be an irreducible sink ofÊ 2 .
Since V E 1 is accessible from every state inÊ 2 , the graph E 1 must be a subgraph of the sink E 2 .
Proof of Theorem 5.1. We start with the`only if' part. Suppose there exist irreducible deterministic (S i ; n i )-encoders E i such that E 1 E 2 . By Lemma 5.2, there is a (G 2 ; n 2 )-component H 2 such that S(E 2 ) S(H 2 ). Hence,
Again, by Lemma 5.2 there is a (G 1 H 2 ; n 1 )-component H 1 such that S(E 1 ) S(H 1 ).
The`if' part follows by the next algorithm which e ectively nds an irreducible deterministic (S 1 ; n 1 )-encoder E 1 that is nested in an irreducible deterministic (S 2 ; n 2 )-encoder E 2 .
1. Find graphs H 1 and H 2 such that H 2 is a (G 2 ; n 2 )-component and H 1 is a (G 1 H 2 ; n 1 )-component.
Such components can be found by using the method described at the end of Section 5. H 2 ), and the proof of that lemma implies an algorithm to nd those graphs. Note that by Theorem 2.2(b), every state in H 0 i is follower-set equivalent to some state in H i , i = 1; 2; so, the minimum degree of H 0 i is at least n i .]
3. Let E 1 be any n 1 -regular irreducible subgraph of H 0 1 ; e.g., E 1 is an irreducible sink of some n 1 -regular subgraph of H 0 1 .
Note that E 1 is also a subgraph of H 0
2 .]
4. Using the method described in the proof of Lemma 5.3, obtain E 2 as an n 2 -regular irreducible subgraph of H 0 2 that contains E 1 as a subgraph. It is easily seen that each E i is an irreducible deterministic (S i ; n i )-encoder, and E 1 is nested in E 2 .
Re-iterating our remark towards the end of Section 4, the nested encoders in Theorem 5.1 are not necessarily reduced. Therefore, for reduced encoders, the conditions of Theorem 5.1 are only necessary.
6 Nested encoders and the diamond condition set Let S 1 and S 2 be irreducible constraints such that S 1 S 2 . We say that a quadruple of deterministic graphs (G 1 ; G 2 ; E 1 ; E 2 ) satis es the diamond condition set with respect to (S 1 ; S 2 ; n 1 ; n 2 ) if and only if the following four conditions hold: (A) G 1 and G 2 are irreducible deterministic presentations of S 1 and S 2 , respectively. (B) G 1 is a subgraph of G 2 . (C) E 2 is an irreducible (S 2 ; n 2 )-encoder and is a subgraph of G 2 . (D) E 1 is an irreducible (S 1 ; n 1 )-encoder and is a subgraph of G 1 and E 2 (both being subgraphs of G 2 ).
The diamond condition set is illustrated in Figure 7 . 
Nested encoders within the Shannon covers
Proposition 2.5 implies that once there exists a deterministic (S; n) encoder for a given constraint S, then there must also exist a deterministic (S; n) encoder which is a subgraph of the Shannon cover G of S. The next theorem generalizes this result through the diamond condition set to the case of nested deterministic encoders, under the assumption of nite memory.
Theorem 6.1 Let S 1 and S 2 be two irreducible constraints such that S 1 S 2 and S 2 has nite memory. Suppose that there is an irreducible presentation G 1 of S 1 that is a subgraph of the Shannon cover G 2 of S 2 . Further, suppose that there exist two irreducible deterministic encoders E 0 1 E 0 2 where E 0 1 is an (S 1 ; n 1 )-encoder and E 0 2 is an (S 2 ; n 2 )-encoder. Then there exist two irreducible deterministic encoders E 1 and E 2 such that the quadruple (G 1 ; G 2 ; E 1 ; E 2 ) satis es the diamond condition set with respect to (S 1 ; S 2 ; n 1 ; n 2 ).
We point out that powers of (d; k)-RLL constraints fall into the category studied here: rst, S q (d;k) has nite memory at most k; secondly, if S 1 = S q (d 1 ;k 1 ) is contained in S 2 = S q (d 2 ;k 2 ) , then d 1 d 2 , k 1 k 2 , and the Shannon cover of S 1 is a subgraph of the Shannon cover of S 2 . The proof of Theorem 6.1 makes use of the following de nition and lemma.
Let G be an irreducible deterministic graph of nite memory that presents a constraint S and let E be an irreducible deterministic (S; n)-encoder. Given The proof of (b) implies that there is also a path (12) such that E 1 E 2 . The graph E 2 is the desired (S 2 ; n 2 )-encoder.
The next example shows that Theorem 6.1 does not necessarily hold when S 2 has in nite memory.
Example 6.1 Let S 2 be the constraint presented by the graph H 2 in Figure 8 , and let S 1 be the constraint presented by the subgraph H 1 of H 2 that is induced by states and . Note that H 1 and H 2 are the Shannon covers of S 1 and S 2 , respectively, and that S 2 has in nite memory (the word a 1 a 1 : : : of arbitrary length can be generated by a path that ends in state , and also by a path that ends in state ). We choose n 1 = 2 and n 2 = 3 and verify that the subgraph induced by states and is an (S 2 ; 3) (1) ; G (2) ; : : : ; G (t) g that satis es the following conditions:
For every irreducible constraint S min S A \ S B , there is at least one deterministic graph G (k) such that S min S(G (k) ). The containment relationships among the constraints in Proposition 6.4 are shown in Figure 9 . We point out that Proposition 6.4 does not necessarily hold if we remove the requirement that jS A \ S B j = 1. Indeed, suppose that S max is presented by the graph H max given in Figure 10 . Let S A be presented by the subgraph H A of H max induced by states and , and let S B be presented by the subgraph H B of H max induced by states and . We have S A \ S B = fbg, and S min can be taken as the irreducible constraint that contains the empty word (this constraint is generated by a graph with one state and Note that G (k) B E 2 is n 2 -regular since, by Theorem 2.2(b), the follower sets of the states in G (k) B andÊ 2 are the same. Since S(Ê 1 ) S(G (k) ), the graphÊ 1 is a deterministic (S(G (k) ); n 1 )-encoder. Therefore, by Proposition 2.5, there is a subgraph of G (k) that is an (S(G (k) ); n 1 )-encoder. Taking an irreducible sink of that subgraph, we obtain the desired irreducible deterministic (S 1 ; n 1 )-encoder E 1 .
Appendix A Referring to Example 3.3, we show here how to obtain tagged encoders E 1 and E 2 that are block decodable and E 1 is observable from E 2 .
Recall that the labels of E 1 are words of length 14 in S 1 = S (3;7) and the labels of E 2 are words of length 14 in S 2 = S (2;13) . To guarantee block decodability, edges with the same label must have the same tag assignment. Table 3 suggests a tag assignment to words that yields block decodability and observability. The tags are seven bits long, ranging
Words from S (3;7) Other words from S (2;13) First runlength Number Tags (hex.)
Number Tags (hex.)  13  0  1  24  12  0  1  25  8{11  0  7  4  00{03  53  26{5a  6  4  04{07  3{5  24  08{1f  2  4  20{23  37  5b{7f  1  7  24{2a  0  0  25  2b{43  55  00{1f; 44{5a   Table 3 : Tag assignment for Example 3.3.
(in hexadecimal notation) between 00 and 7f. The second column in Table 3 contains the number of words of length 14 in S (3;7) that are used as labels of edges of E 1 ; those words are classi ed according to their rst runlength (compare with Table 1 ). Similarly, the fourth column contains the number of additional words in S (2;13) that are used as labels of edges of E 2 (compare with Table 2 ). The third and fth columns contain the tag assignment of all labels chosen. The function just truncates the two most signi cant bits to obtain tags in the range 00{1f.
As an example, the labels of the outgoing edges from state u 3 in E 1 are words of length 14 in S (3;7) whose rst run has length at most 1. From the last two rows in Table 1 it follows that there exist 44 such words, out of which 7 + 25 = 32 words appear in Table 3 .
These 32 words label the outgoing edges from state u 3 in E 1 , and the tag assignment of these edges in E 2 ranges between 24 and 43 (hex.); after truncation, those tags exhaust all the values between 00 and 1f. The outgoing edges from state v 3 in E 2 are words of length 14 in S (2;13) whose rst run has length at most 2. The last three rows in Table 3 contain 4 + 7 + 25 + 37 + 55 = 128 such words (including the 7 + 25 = 32 words that are generated from state u 3 in E 1 ). The tag assignment of those words ranges over all values between 00 and 7f. There are states for which Table 3 allows freedom in choosing the labels. For example, there are 24 + 4 + 7 = 35 words in the table that can label the outgoing edges from state u 2 in E 1 ; we take 32 of those words such that their assigned tags, when truncated by , are distinct. Similarly, there are 213 words that can label the outgoing edges from state v 2 in E 2 , of which we need to take only 128 words (including the 32 words that were selected for u 2 ). In fact, the 128 words can be selected so that state v 2 becomes follower-set equivalent to state v 3 . This allows us to merge those two states, in which case E 1 will no longer be nested in E 2 , although it will still be observable from it (see the remark at the end of Example 3.1). So, nesting can be used as a tool to obtain observability, although ultimately the nesting property is not necessarily maintained.
Appendix B
We present here an example of an irreducible deterministic (S 1 ; n 1 )-encoder E 1 that is observable from an irreducible (S 2 ; n 2 )-encoder E 2 with anticipation 1. On the other hand, we show that if E 0 1 is an (S 1 ; n 1 )-encoder nested in an (S 2 ; n 2 )-encoder E 0 2 , then E 0 2 must have anticipation at least 2. Let S 1 be the constraint presented by the graph G 1 in Figure 11 . The out-degree of each state in G 1 is 2; so, cap(S 1 ) = log 2 and G 1 is also a deterministic (S 1 ; 2)-encoder.
We assign input tags over 2 = f0; 1g to the edges of G 1 to obtain the encoder E 1 that is shown in Figure 12 . The encoder E 2 can be decoded with one-symbol look-ahead using the stateindependent decoder D 2 whose decoding rules are given in Table 4 . Now, it is easy to see that E 1 is observable from E 2 with the function : 3 ! 2 de ned by (0) = 0 and (1) = (2) = 1.
there is always such a state, or else the words in S(E 0 1 ) could be generated by G 1 in Figure 11 without passing through the edge labeled b; this, however, would imply that cap(S(E 0 1 )) = 0 The lower bound 2 on the anticipation is tight in this example, as demonstrated in Figure 15 , where E 1 is nested in a ve-state (S 2 ; 3)-encoder with anticipation 2. In fact, E 1 is nested also in the three-state (S 2 ; 3)-encoder shown in Figure 16 ; however, the latter encoder has in nite anticipation (though it is still a lossless graph). 
